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Electronic Crack Detection
Diamond Systems reintroduced electronic

crack detection in 1992 for its series of egg
grading machines including the 2100, 4100,
8300, 8400 and 8800.

Diamond has had earlier generations of
crack detection and blood detection dating
back to the 1950’s. With the evolution of
high speed machines, inline egg grading,
improved quality of finished product, direct
feeding of eggs to the egg breaker from the

market, the egg package being used, transportation requirements,
or if the eggs are going to a breaker for further processing.

The accuracy includes rejecting fresh checks.These cracks are
common in an inl ine operat ion or are created in transit  or
off-loading at the grading station and are difficult or impossible
to see over conventional candling lights.
A Diamond crack detector is more consistently accurate because it has

no moving parts, magnets or plungers to clean and to maintain.
Computer software allows the operator to separate eggs rejected by
the candler from those of the crack detector. This helps in
monitoring manual candlers over inspection of good product.
Electronic crack detection will allow candling operators more
time rejecting poor shell quality and blood spots to further

graders and government demand to eliminate cracks and reduce bacteria
levels has increased the demand for electronic crack detection.

The Diamond’s crack detector has many features and advantages.
Economically the Diamond grader with a crack detector will maximize
grader speeds, improves quality and reduces labor costs. These
improvements will vary between operations and markets worldwide.

Owners of Diamond crack detection units have also found significant
savings by reducing the quantity of good eggs being rejected by manual
candling. Over inspecting has been eliminated when operating with
electronic crack detection.

The crack detector has sensitivity adjustments so the eggs being
rejected can be adjusted based not only on the size of the crack, but
also by the individual egg grade. This is important, based on the egg

increase the quality of the finished pack. Electronic candling of
cracks will also allow operating graders at higher speeds on poorer
quality product.

The crack detector along with Diamonds dirt detector is another
significant step forward to improve the quality of grading and
packaging for the industry and the consumer. These two systems
together have reduced candling inspectors to one person, even at
400 cases per hour.  Diamond will continue to maintain its quality of
leadership, innovative new ideas and customer service to help the
egg industry worldwide. 
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